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You teach the subjects to the students. It is not the students that you teach,

but it is ta. subjects that you tech. It is true that you teach students, and

you develop... you show the students how t-4 .4.me44-.ae-.1-,- te ha develops

himself by learning, but Dewey hat-..,.. was able to gather a group of "p.&- his

associates around himself to make .. to begin a

great movement/ which sailed itself progressive movement in education. And this

movement went on 30 years before American people began to realize b.du. what

was happening. When the did realize that the text bookt wer. wtttten by the

progressive educatioaist being used, all over the coutry. An, the method worked

on by them were toned in most of our schools. 20 years age, 30 years age,

the discipline of our schools have fallen as (12.25 that our

educational institution was a very, very.., our education hat a veryvery poor

standard. Actually the progressive education movement was Introduced in

Russia where the success of the ... whether the success if the Bolshevik revolution

" it was decided that the stutents should ... these principles were adopted. and

were maintained for about 10 years. They were introduced Immediately, universally

and were carried out on the government order... the result was that the generation

of the youngsters grew up with no tiscipline,aM 44 no standards and. no training.

They began to rove about the country in great large groups of youngsters unable to

untrained for anything. The the Russians threw the whole system out of the

wintew, ant mate a complete change. The progressive education idea was tried and.

abandoned. In Russia, it was completely abandoned before most Americans kam hat

realized it at all/ that it was more and more b'somtng widespread in this country.

John Dewey taught that there are no absolute values. We must simply enalbe

the chilt to develop as he naturally will, and we will find his own bent. This

is not what the Bible teaches.., the Bible says, train up a child in the way

be should go. The Bible says that we should that the children are born into

this world.
they need to be brought to the foot of the cross, when, the
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